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SAFETY
Construction awes preschoolers at ChAD lab 
By Jessica Schlegelmilch
@jessieschleg
Ongoing construction has closed off walk-
ways and buildings across campus.
This semester, the space in between the 
Spartan Complex, D wight B entel Hall and 
Central Classroom B uilding has been partially 
blocked off because of construction on the new 
student health center.
The Child and Adolescent D evelopment 
Lab ( ChAD )  is located near the construction 
zone in the Central Classroom B uilding.
Joy Foster, an instructor at the ChAD  lab, 
said the program is a practicum course for 
child and adolescent development majors 
which functions like a preschool for children 
ages three to five.
The program’s outdoor play space is located 
near this construction zone.
Foster said that the construction company 
has covered the fence surrounding the outdoor 
play space with green tarp which is intended to 
protect the space from debris.
D aryl Canham, a nursing professor at SJSU 
and registered nurse, said the tarp should pro-
tect the area from debris but airborne dust and 
irritants may be a concern. 
“A precautionary measure would be to not 
allow the children to play outside while active 
construction is being done during the day,” 
Canham said.
Canham said that wiping down the equip-
ment could assist in minimizing the amount 
of dust particles.
Foster said the biggest issue with the con-
struction is the noise.
“It sort of riles children up,” she said.
The children will often come indoors to 
play on their own instead of outdoors, she said .
“The noise level concern is not just for the 
children, but the faculty, staff and university 
students being exposed on a daily basis,” Can-
ham said.
The Environmental Protection Agency 
conducted research which found exposure to 
loud noises can affect the cardiovascular sys-
tem and disturb sleep, Canham said.
“If the noise is minimal, no louder than a 
washing machine for a short period of time 
for example, it probably isn’t of great concern,” 
Canham said.
However, loud noise from a gas mower, a 
chainsaw or a jack hammer is more of a con-
cern, Canham said.
Foster said the children like watching the 
construction.
“The kids will run around in construction 
hats and vests that we have,” she said. “I’m fine 
with it, it’s just noisy.” 
B rian Kuhn, a parent of two children who 
have gone through the ChAD  Lab program, 
said he does not feel the safety of his chil-
dren is threatened because of the construc-
tion or that the noise affects the learning 
environment.
FACILITIES
SJSU enters preliminary stage of a possible bicycle ban 
By Nick Esposito
@NickSEsposito
Narrow passages and congested 
sidewalks due to campus construc-
tion and busy campus life have 
plagued San Jose State recently. 
The congestion has led to issues 
with on-campus traffic and safety 
that has sparked a discussion that 
could ban bicycles on campus.
Mark V an Selst, a psychology pro-
fessor, and chair of the campus plan-
ning board, said that people are get-
ting run over by bikes on campus and 
that congestion on campus does not 
allow space for bikers to ride during 
busy hours.
“What [ are people]  doing riding 
with so little control that they can’t 
stop in time until they hit a pedes-
trian,” he said. “Clearly there should 
be a law.”
Christopher B rown, the associ-
ate vice president of facilities, devel-
opment and operations, and mem-
ber of the campus planning board, 
is part of the many Academic Senate 
committee assignments that specif-
ically deal with overarching issues 
like campus health, life and safety 
policies. 
“I think we should support cy-
clists using [ bicycles to get to]  school 
because it cuts down on the traffic 
which is in everybody’s interest and 
it’s a good sustainability practice,” he 
said. “B ut I think they are a problem 
when they’re chained to handrails, 
which prevents the handicapped or 
people that need the handrail and 
I think they’re a problem when, we 
have a number of reports of people 
getting plowed down.”
B rown said that there have been 
reports of faculty, students and 
other pedestrians being run over 
by reckless bike riders which has 
sparked a conversation that could 
result in a vote and recommendation 
over whether or not bikers should be 
allowed to ride through campus. 
The recommendation would be 
presented to SJSU President Mo-
hammad Q ayoumi to become a pres-
idential directive.
“Well there is one of two next 
steps. If somebody gets run over 
and breaks an arm, the next step 
is to ban bikes,” said V an Selst. 
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SJSU senior John Snell plays his guitar as students walk along the Paseo de Cesar Chavez Tuesday evening.
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A proposal to ban bikes on campus during ongoing construction has been up for debate due to 
accidents with cyclists and other students as they walk through campus.SEE WHEELS  ON PAGE 2
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Kids: Unease 
about effects 
of noise, dust
addressed
watching the construction or de-
struction that has been happening 
here.”
Access to pathways and one 
of the doorways to Central Class-
room building was blocked off 
during the winter break, which 
made it difficult for people who 
needed access to the building Foster 
said.
One of the biggest issues at 
the beginning of this semester 
was that this blockage had closed 
off access to emergency gates be-
tween D wight B entel Hall and 
the Central Classroom B uild-
ing used at the facility Foster 
said. 
She said she made a call to one 
of the construction project man-
agers the first week of the semes-
ter and the issue was resolved the 
same day.
“We really needed access 
to this one emergency exit 
gate,” she said. “They ( the con-
struction management)  are so 
helpful.”
Foster said that outdoor “circle 
time,” a group learning exercise that 
is intended to prepare children for 
kindergarten, has been more diffi-
cult to do because of the noise.
Indoor circle time has not been 
affected.
“It really hasn’t affected inside 
( activities) ,” Foster said, “we still 
have outside play.” 
Jessica Schleglemilch is a Spartan 
Daily staff writer.
Wheels: Sidewalks may become less congested
“The alternative is to keep the sta-
tus quo or it’s to start some sort of 
enforcement action to encourage 
good behavior.”
Jake Armstrong, a junior soci-
ology major, said hearing about 
the conversation has left him with 
mixed feelings. He said he and his 
friend feel as though him and his 
fellow students have been left out 
of the conversation.
“It’s kind of disappointing. 
The school should be for the stu-
dents, the students are the ones 
that populate it and that are at the 
center of learning,” he said. “I’m 
not really surprised, though, that 
the students are left out of the de-
cision making process, especially 
at San Jose State.”
Mike Imai, a senior radio, 
television, and film major and 
president of the Locomotion Long 
boarding club, said that the con-
troversy of banning bicycles and 
other forms of wheeled transpor-
tation on campus has been around 
for some time.
“They have been talking about 
banning stuff for a long time be-
cause I know there have been a 
couple people that have run into 
students and teachers [ who]  really 
just go out of their way to com-
plain,” said Imai.
While the possibility of a bike 
ban may disappoint studnts like 
Armstrong and Imai, not all stu-
dents share that same perspective. 
Lura Noyes, a senior communi-
cations major, said that she thinks 
bikes just get in the way and that 
they can sometimes be unpredict-
able when riding on campus.
“I think that people have a 
hard enough time walking around 
campus as it is,” she said. “People 
on bikes and even skateboards for 
that matter just get in the way and 
they hope that people will move 
for them.”
Construction sites on campus 
have already begun to see an in-
crease in dismount zones outside 
their perimeter, V an Selst said.  
Signs have been posted ban-
ning bicycle use and other forms 
of recreational equipment when 
entering the area.
A temporary ban on bicycles in 
place around construction zones 
doesn’t necessarily mean that the 
construction is the cause of the 
limited space, B rown said.
“It certainly does cause more 
congestion to a certain degree,” he 
said. “B ut the reality is our cam-
pus without construction is con-
gested.”
Though some students may ad-
mit campus is already congested, 
Armstrong said he thinks a bike 
ban could create a new safety issue 
instead of solving any problems
“I understand that it is a small 
campus and that the time lost or 
gained is marginal, but I feel that 
its part of a safety issue because it 
is a lot safer for bicyclists to ride 
through campus than it is to com-
pete with cars on the roads, even 
with bike lanes,” said Armstrong.
While Armstrong said he 
thinks riding on the outside of 
campus may be a safety hazard, 
Noyes said bicyclists should stick 
to the roads and outskirts of cam-
pus away from pedestrians.
“I don’t think it should be real-
ly hard to ride around the edges of 
campus,” she said. “I mean, we have 
three construction zones on cam-
pus right now, it’s even hard just 
to walk.”
Students such as Armstrong 
and Imai may oppose a bicycle ban 
and students such as Noyes sup-
port it, but V an Selst and the other 
members of the campus planning 
board have responsibility of ex-
amining the current bike policies 
in place and whether or not they 
benefit the campus as a whole.
“There is no current inten-
tion to change the rules,” said 
V an Selst. “Good management 
involves continuously re-examin-
ing what we’re doing and if it’s the 
right thing.”
Nick Esposito is a Spartan Daily 
staff writer.
People on bikes and even skateboards 
for that matter just get in the way and 
they hope that people will move for 
them.
Lura Noyes
senior communications  major
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OLYMPICS
B y William D ouglas and 
B arbara B arrett
McClatchy Tribune
SOCHI, Russia - The mot-
to for the 2014 Winter Olym-
pics is “Hot.Cool.Y ours.” 
Unfortunately, it’s getting a 
little too hot in subtropical 
Sochi.
After Monday’s tempera-
tures reached the balmy up-
per 50s and Tuesday’s temps 
appeared headed toward 
that direction, Russian of-
ficials went with Plan B  and 
broke out snow stored from 
last winter. They applied it to 
courses that needed it at the 
mountain venues in Kras-
naya Polyana.
“I cannot tell you how 
much. I just don’t know,” 
said Aleksandra Kosterina, 
spokeswoman for Sochi 
2014, in an article from 
Olympic News Service. “I 
mean I don’t know the spe-
cifics but I know that we did.”
Some athletes were ap-
preciative. “It’s nice out,” 
joked USA snowboarder 
Shaun White. “The sun’s out. 
I don’t know what the tem-
perature is.”
It was about 40 degrees 
Fahrenheit, and fans were 
crunching by in slush.
White said that after the 
grooming, the halfpipe was 
in much better condition 
during official qualifying 
runs Tuesday than it had 
been during the informal 
training on previous days. 
“I’m so thankful for that,” 
said White.
Temperatures dropped 
as night fell on the halfpipe 
finals Tuesday, and Seamus 
O’Connor of Ireland said the 
snow was better because the 
bottom of the pipe had re-
frozen.
White, meanwhile, 
crashed on both of his runs 
in the finals, fell to fourth 
place and missed out on a 
medal.
Snow is a tricky business 
for the Winter Olympics 
Too much of it, like the near 
white-out conditions at the 
1998 games in Nagano, Ja-
pan, isn’t a good thing. Too 
little of it _  organizers of 
the 2010 Winter Games in 
V ancouver were praying for 
snowfall - isn’t a good thing, 
either.
Sochi is a large area with 
a dual identity. The B lack Sea 
coastal area, where the skat-
ing sports arenas are located, 
has palms and fir trees. It’s 
there where the weather has 
been balmy. Less than an 
hour away are the moun-
tains, which have natural 
snow at the higher elevations 
that’s been augmented with 
artificial snow.
V alery Lukyanov, the 
weather forecast manager 
for the Winter Games, said 
in a news conference before 
the games began that Russia 
added a dozen weather sta-
tions in the mountains and 
hired some 50 weather and 
technical experts to forecast 
and advise on conditions.
Some snowboarding ath-
letes have complained about 
their venue. Monday’s half 
pipe practices were post-
poned as workers attempted 
to fix some of the concerns 
voiced by participating ath-
letes.
Tuesday, some snow-
boarders continued to trip on 
the lip of the pipe or tumble 
in their landings. American 
snowboarder Taylor Gold 
said that soft snow, when it 
isn’t properly groomed, gets 
bumpy and rattles the com-
petitors on their runs.
“Figuring out how to 
ride this thing is a chal-
lenge,” Taylor said. “When 
the weather’s warm like this 
it’s bound to get soft and I’m 
sure it’s a challenge to get it 
up to competition standard. 
Had this event been held in 
a firmer pipe it would be a 
much better contest because 
we would’ve had practice and 
people would be going big-
ger.”
“Today, everything soft-
ened up,” said D evin Logan, 
Team USA’s silver medalist. 
“The landings were kind of 
mushy.” She tried to make 
the most of it, she said, imag-
ining skiing on a spring day.
“Everyone was in the 
same conditions,” Logan 
said. “We can’t control Moth-
er Nature. We just adjust to 
it.”
Balmy winter 
weather forces 
Sochi officials to 
tap snow reserve 
Go Spartans!
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Bonnie Sugiyama, director of the San Jose 
State LGBT Center and Women’s Resource 
Center, said she found it very clever of Presi-
dent Obama to send openly gay tennis legend 
Billie Jean King to the opening ceremony of 
the Sochi Olympics as part of the White House 
delegation.
Sugiyama felt it sent a very strong message 
from the U.S. “Don’t mess with us.”
Russian law prohibits any suggestion that 
queer love is the equivalent of heterosexuals, 
according to GQ magazine’s article “Inside the 
Iron Closet.”
Wiggsy  Sivertsen,  an openly gay profes-
sor in counseling services at SJSU, said she 
thinks such a statement is that of stupid-
ity, ignorance and living in the dark ages, 
and that Russia has to come in to the 21st 
century.
Sivertsen found herself in a quan-
dary wondering whether the U.S. Olym-
pic team should boycott the Olympics to 
show their opposition to Russia’s anti-gay
 laws.
“Frankly, I think all the teams should 
boycott the Olympics. All the countries that 
have policies regarding LGBT people, I think 
all those countries should say, ‘No, we’re not 
gonna do this,’” Sivertsen said. “However, I 
also think it’s important to say that I recog-
nize how hard people work, how much money, 
effort and energy they put into getting to the 
Olympics to be able to realize their dream 
in their particular sports. I understand the 
conflict involved, so I don’t have a position 
on it.”
Sivertsen said she had some ideas on how 
things can move forward in Russia.
“Well, they can get rid of Vladimir Putin,” 
she said.
Even though the ban on homosexuals in 
Russia bears no comparison to the laws in the 
U.S., Ashly Song, a freshman English major, 
who said her sexual orientation is to be deter-
mined, said it has not been long that LGBT 
people have been protected by federal law in 
the U.S.
Song said that queer youth rely on things 
like media representation, and for them to be 
deprived of that in Russia is really sad.
“That part of the problem is that the Olym-
pics and the Olympic Committee has said for 
years this is not a political event.” Sivertsen 
said.“Well, that’s ridiculous, because it is a po-
litical event.”
What it was standing for was some of the 
issues they raised when  SJSU alumni and for-
mer Olympians, Tommie Smith and John Car-
los, two African-Americans who stood on the 
medal podium with heads bowed and a black 
gloved fists raised to represent black power at 
the 1968 Mexico City Games.
Sivertsen said she believes if the Olympics 
were truly a non-political event and people 
were participating for the competition then 
it wouldn’t matter how many medals a coun-
try received, it would just matter who the 
people are and that is what  gets lost in the
 Olympics.
On the other hand, Bonnie Sugiyama said 
she feels that Russia’s law against the LGBT 
community is one law in many that is steering 
Russia toward a more government-controlled 
society.
Sugiyama said it’s more of a system-
atic reduction of rights overall for Russian 
people. She said she doesn’t think  attacking 
one particular area, such as Russia’s anti-
gay law, is the strategy to influence change 
in Russia.
“It’s more of a government that is going 
down a dark road that’s kind of dangerous,” 
she said. “I would be more concerned about the 
long road which they’re heading than these 
individual things that add up to the larger 
things.”
Sivertsen said that Russia has had gay 
people in positions of power and influence 
for centuries, such as Russian composer Peter 
Tchaikovsky and Rudolf Nureyev, a famous 
dancer. Sivertsen said it’s tragic that Nureyev 
defected from Russia because of its position on 
homosexuality.
Sugiyama said it’s sad that anyone, such as 
Tchaikovsky, whose music is known through-
out the world, would be seen in such a bad light 
in Russia.
Sugiyama said that in order for positive 
change to occur in Russia, it would take a new, 
more forward-thinking president, because 
Russian President Vladimir Putin is moving 
toward more of an authoritarian government 
which she said sounds like going down the 
road of Stalin or Hitler.
It’s harder to see  history when it’s happen-
ing in your time, Sugiyama said.
Sugiyama said she’s curious to see how the 
athletes protest, because she thinks we will 
see some protesting on the medal end, and 
that it’s just a matter of how they’re going to 
do it.
Sugiyama said it’s harder to see  history 
when it’s happening in your time
Sugiyama said she is interested to see how 
the Russian government and the world would 
respond if someone risks beingarrested to pro-
test
She said that would be the  most interesting 
thing to her.
Sugiyama said she thinks coming home 
after a protest would be more of a posi-
tive experience than that of  Smith and 
Carlos.
“That that person will be uplifted as a 
hero, if it were to go down the arrest road” 
she said.
Lisa duTrieuille is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
By Lisa duTrieuille
Spartan Daily
LGBT community reacts to Russian Olympics
By Austin Belisle
@AustinBelizzle
The smartwatch is growing in popularity 
as smartphones become a larger, more integral 
part of people’s lives.
As new features are integrated and in-
troduced, the capabilities of the smartwatch 
make mobile, wearable tech a more useful ad-
dition to Android and Apple devices than ever 
before.
In a rush to build the best, most attractive 
smartwatches, competitors are flooding the 
market with a bevvy of different models that 
make choosing the perfect wrist accessory a 
challenge.
Pebble, which released its first smartwatch 
in 2013 with Kickstarter funding, introduced 
the upgraded Pebble Steel in January to cap-
ture both the technology and luxury watch 
markets.
Pebble Steel, as the name implies, is con-
structed from stainless steel and a nearly un-
breakable Gorilla Glass face. At $249, every 
watch comes with metal and leather straps, 
customizable LED faces and works seam-
lessly with both Android and iOS operating 
systems.
Like its predecessor, the Steel features a five 
to seven day battery life and runs a multitude 
of applications that put the power of a smart-
phone into a stylish wristwatch. Users can 
keep track of their phone calls and text mes-
sages with a glance at their wrist, control their 
music with a tap of the touch screen faceplate 
or get notified when their favorite team scores 
a touchdown.
Samsung is currently Pebble’s biggest com-
petitor and has already cemented a place in the 
market with their Galaxy Gear watch.
Unlike the Pebble, the Galaxy Gear is only 
compatible with Samsung’s Galaxy line of 
phones and tablets. While this makes custom-
ization harder, it also makes the Galaxy Gear 
experience a more full-featured, intuitive 
watch.
The Galaxy Gear allows users to answer 
phone calls by swiping the face much like they 
would on their phone, giving them the ability 
to talk into their wrist or their smartphone’s 
earpiece.
Furthermore, the Galaxy Gear uses pat-
ented Smart Relay technology to open phone 
apps straight from the watch and makes 
on-the-go computing more efficient than 
ever.
Other features include a small camera that 
allows users to shoot video or take stills, Sam-
sung’s “S Voice” that uses the watch’s internal 
speaker to pick up voice commands that range 
from scheduling a meeting to checking the 
current weather.
The third competitor, Sony, failed to find 
success with its first SmartWatch and recently 
released the SmartWatch 2. Like the Galaxy 
Gear, Sony’s smartwatch only works with a 
select few phones. Specifically, it is compatible 
with any smartphone or tablet running An-
droid 4.0 or later.
Sony’s SmartWatch 2 pushes text mes-
sages, emails, calendar, call log and apps 
from Android’s Google Play store straight 
to users’ wrists. The SmartWatch 2 also 
allows users to answer phone calls and 
make phone calls much like the Galaxy
 Gear.
While all three options feature a wide va-
riety of specialized functions, each also serves 
as an attractive watch that can simply tell the 
time in more than one way. Interchangeable 
faces and bands give users the power of cus-
tomization and integrate both phone technol-
ogy and the luxury of a wristwatch into one 
useful package.
Each watch combines features that may ap-
peal to different individuals. The Pebble Steel 
is rather expensive at $249 and is not as fully 
developed as the other watches, but its custom-
ization, large app store and compatibility with 
the most phones may be worth the money to 
some.
The Galaxy Gear is $299.99 and only caters 
to those with Samsung’s Galaxy line of phones 
and tablets. At a total cost of over $500, the 
phone and smartwatch may only be worth-
while to those looking to ditch their laptop 
and computer for a fully integrated mobile 
experience.
At $199.99, the SmartWatch 2 by Sony is the 
most inexpensive alternative, but also the least 
attractive in terms of functionality. While it 
makes phone calls and has access to Android’s 
Google Play store, many features are not as 
useful as the offerings from the Gear or Steel.
The Pebble Steel offers the greatest value 
while providing the most features for a rea-
sonable price. Customers with both Android 
phones and iOS devices can use the Steel’s 
loaded feature set, which puts the limited 
Galaxy Gear and SmartWatch 2 to shame. 
The Steel’s attractive design appeals to both 
those looking for a smartwatch and a watch 
that can be worn casually or in a business 
meeting.
While the Galaxy Gear and SmartWatch 
2 may be more refined in terms of operat-
ing system and functionality, their exag-
gerated price points make the switch to an 
Android-based watch tougher when Apple 
holds over 20 percent of total smartphone 
market share. Pebble takes advantage of this 
important statistic and gives those in the 
market for a smartwatch the perfect combi-
nation of aesthetic design and smartphone 
integration.
Smartwatches are still in the infant stage, as 
technology improves and functionality of  the 
latest smartphones become more integrated. 
Current options are expensive, but offer users 
a chance to streamline their phone experience 
to a wristwatch that makes mobile computing 
and networking a more personal, convenient 
operation.
 
Austin Belisle is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Pebble Steel stands out among smartwatches
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Crossword Puzzle
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is there any 
guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and 
offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns 
may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional information. 
Classified readers should be reminded that, when making these further contacts, they should 
require complete information before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers 
should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount 
vacations or merchandise. 
Disclaimer
ACROSS
 1 Awry
 6 It’s held for 
question-
ing
 10 Funeral 
flames
 14 Sweeten  
the deal
 15 Pearl Har-
bor locale
 16 Jet giant
 17 Like many 
an embar-
rassing 
flub
 18 Traitors
 20 Doglike  
facial 
feature
 22 Slimy and 
serpentine
 23 Turf-cov-
ered
 24 Invoice 
word
 25 Tavern
 28 Kidney-
related
 31 Green stuff 
on copper
 33 Kind of 
chair
 36 It grows 
when  
fertilized
 38 “The Prince 
and the 
Pauper” 
author
 39 “Nay!” 
sayer
 40 A Day in 
Hollywood
 42 Let ___ a 
secret
 43 Jack’s adver-
sary
 45 Nerd kin
 46 Male heirs
 47 Asylum 
seeker
 49 Gave  
everyone  
a hand
 51 Bled,  
as colors
 52 ___ and 
outs (par-
ticulars)
 54 Metrical 
feet
 57 Payment 
for labor
 58 Immortal
 60 Spinning 
toy
 64 Jouster’s 
armful
 65 Himalayan 
mystery
 66 Peaceful 
pause
 67 Problem 
for a grain 
farmer
 68 “While” 
beginning
 69 Where 
to get a 
hoagie
 70 They  
are smoky 
and foggy
DOWN
 1 Resting on
 2 Eatery 
stack
 3 Insect 
phase
 4 Alternative 
to hanging 
clothes on  
a line
 5 Walked
 6 Bag or 
board  
lead-in
 7 ___ Claire, 
Wisc.
 8 Tear in 
little pieces
 9 Auto  
garage job
 10 Tactic
 11 Vocal  
support
 12 Turn  
informer
 13 RN’s posts
 19 Athletic-
shoe point
 21 Bishops’ 
meeting
 25 Horowitz’s 
instrument
 26 Word  
with “jack” 
or “label”
 27 Wedding 
proclama-
tion
 29 State  
under oath
 30 Sensation-
al, tabloid-
style
 32 Force me
 33 Like some 
beavers
 34 The Jung-
ian inner 
self
 35 Wood  
finish
 37 Gesturing 
performer
 41 Site of 
plain rain
 44 Legal  
proceeding
 48 Decorate 
with 
gold leaf
 50 Soup 
kitchen 
needs
 53 Continue 
without 
interrup-
tion
 55 Church 
fund-raiser
 56 In disguise 
(abbr.)
 57 Habeas 
corpus,  
for one
 58 Unsightly 
fruit?
 59 Receives
 60 Fourth  
of July?
 61 That 
woman
 62 Belonging 
to that 
thing
 63 Not 
healthy
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Sudoku Puzzle
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 
box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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Place your ads ONLINE at
www.Spartandaily.com/advertising
You can also place 
classifieds through the 
Spartan Daily Ad office.
Call us at 408.924.3270 or 
visit us in DBH 209.
Office Hours: 1:30 - 4:15 P.M.
spartandailyads@sjsumedia.com
 How To
 Opportunities
$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help
create families. Convenient Los Altos
location. Apply online:
www.SPERMBANK.com
 For Rent
457 S 10th St
1 Beds/1 Baths
700 Square feet
Rent: $1,395
Application Fee: $30.00
Deposit: $1,400.00
ATLANTIS PROPERTIES (408) 354-8910 
Spacious, Good location near public transportation, just 
blocks to SJSU, and close to restaurants/shops. Water/gar-
bage included with rent. On-site laundry room. Non-smok-
ers please. No pets. Section 8 not accepted. Guarantor ok 
for income qualification only. One-year lease required. 
Showing Schedule: 
http://atlantisproperties.net/showing_schedule
2 bed, 1 bath, walk to SJSU $1300/mo.
+ $600 dep. Call Brian 408.504.1584
SPARTANDAILY.COM
NewsA&E
Videos
Sports Opinion
Check us out!
By Veronica Martinez
@MartinezRonnie_
It’s no surprise that many women feel em-
barrassed or uncomfortable talking about 
their vaginas in front of a crowd.
Although this can be a struggle to some 
women, it doesn’t keep the Women’s Resource 
Center ( WRC)  from holding its annual V agina 
Monologues, where women talk freely about 
their vaginas.
The WRC  is dedicated to raising awareness 
on women’s issues and making social changes, 
so it is acknowledging V -day with its own pro-
duction of the V agina Monologues.
V -day doesn’t only stand for V alentine’s 
D ay.  In this case, it’s a movement founded 
by Eve Ensler dedicated to ending violence 
against all women from around the world.
This V -day entertainment will include 
three performances of the production.
“We’re going to reclaim a day that’s typi-
cally supposed to be a heteronormative love 
fest and switch it back around to create aware-
ness around women’s issues and women’s 
health and all the things that women have to go 
through on a daily basis,” Alessa B aldonado, se-
nior communicative disorders and science ma-
jor and co-director of the V agina Monologues, 
said.
The original V agina Monologues started in 
New Y ork in the late 1990s, inspiring the WRC 
to invite guests from all over the community to 
come and support the production of this event, 
according to V agina Monologues co-director 
Sasha B assett, senior behavioral sciences and 
sociology major.
“It’s about women and the various and as-
sorted experiences that women go through,” 
B assett said.
The women who share their experiences 
aren’t tied to one specific race or age group, 
B assett said.
Kami Rasmussen, a senior communications 
major and performer, said all monologues are 
about the difficult challenges women face on a 
daily basis.
“They are center issues,” Rasmussen said. 
“There’s rape which is a really big issue right 
now, and there’s also circumcision, so that’s 
basically cutting off the clitoris and if you cut 
off the clitoris it would be like cutting off the 
entire penis.”
Stories were shared by women who were in-
terviewed about their vaginas and spoke about 
“really personal things like rape and abuse,” 
Rasmussen said.
“After you watch these you get a better 
sense of what’s going on all over the world for 
women,” Rasmussen said.
The WRC has been handing out fliers and 
selling chocolate vaginas to support women’s 
resource centers.
“We’re raising this money for charity,” 
D arcy Gardner, a senior psychology major 
and performer, said. “All the money is going 
to the Y WCA rape crises center, the Asian 
Women’s Resource Center and One B illion 
Rising.” 
Gardner is one of the few who says talking 
about vaginas shouldn’t be uncomfortable.
“It’s another body part,” she said. “I’m
 comfortable talking about any other part, why 
am I not comfortable talking about vaginas? ”
B assett said it’s easy to get women to talk 
about their vaginas.
“Y ou just gotta ask them,” B assett said. “It’s 
really just a matter about breaking the silence, 
‘cause there’s a lot of silence around the word 
vagina.”
This movement isn’t only for charity — the 
WRC is also hoping to send out a message, B al-
donado said.
“We’re hoping to raise awareness for 
women’s health and to help support these or-
ganizations that support women’s health,” B al-
donado said. “I hope the audience learns a little 
something they hadn’t known about women 
and how they feel about their own sexuality.”
B aldonado said auditions and rehearsals 
took a couple months to complete and now 
they’re ready to spread the word about  wom-
en’s daily health struggles.
These serious issues will be performed 
in various genres, ranging from comedy to 
drama, Rasmussen said.
These performances will take place on Feb. 
13  and 14.
Tickets are being sold at the Event Center 
and Ticketmaster.
      At the door, tickets will be sold for $ 10 to 
students with a valid ID  and $ 15 to general 
admission.
Veronica Martinez is a Spartan Daily staff 
writer.
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The Vagina Monolouges tells the stories of women’s experiences along with a global movement 
known as V-Day to end violence against women.
SJSU celebrates V-Day 
with Vagina Monologues
It’s another body part 
... I’m comfortable 
talking about any 
other part, why am 
I not comfortable 
talking about 
vaginas?
Darcy Gardner
senior psychology major and 
Vagina Monologues performer
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The Sochi Olympics get uglier the closer you look
V ladimir Putin’s gift 
to the world is an oversized 
matryoshka doll better 
known as the 2014 Sochi 
Olympic Games.
Most of us have seen 
traditional Russian nest-
ing dolls—sets of wooden 
figurines of decreasing 
size placed one inside the 
other and handcrafted with 
beautiful brushstrokes.
In most cases, the smaller figu-
rines are simply miniature models of 
the dolls that came before them.
In the case of Sochi, each new 
doll unveils an even greater concern 
or problem.
The first doll, the Winter Olym-
pics, the glitz and glamour, shields 
our eyes from what lies underneath 
the extravagant venues, the cascad-
ing mountains, the sparkling new 
Olympic V illage.
Open up the matryoshka and 
you’ll find the ugliest doll in Sochi’s 
short, troubled history as the Olym-
pic’s 22nd host city—money.
In the 88 years since the Winter 
Olympics began, 21 
other cities have hosted 
the Games.
Sochi, a sub-tropical 
resort town on the 
coast of the B lack 
Sea, rarely gets colder 
than 50 degrees and 
required billions of 
dollars to retrofit for 
the Winter Games.
In total, the Putin 
Games — excuse me, the Sochi 
Games — will cost Russia $ 51 billion, 
making it more expensive than the 
other 21 Winter Games combined.
In comparison, the 2010 Winter 
Olympics in V ancouver cost a 
paltry $ 6 billion.
In a country where the average 
monthly salary is $ 890 U.S., Russian 
citizens can hardly afford to pur-
chase tickets that details.com said 
can run up to $ 1,200.
To make matters worse, 
Russia’s former D eputy Prime 
Minister B oris Nemtsov alleges 
that $ 3 0 million was “misplaced” 
or stolen from funds allocated for 
hosting the Games, as stated on 
details.com.
Keep popping the dolls open, 
and you’ll find that money isn’t the 
only problem.
The Olympics provide the perfect 
platform for bringing the world’s na-
tions together and setting aside dif-
ferences in the celebration of sport.
Y et Putin’s games are bringing 
those differences to light through 
the issue of LGB T rights in Russia.
Russia’s laws currently limit gay 
rights by banning the distribution 
of “propaganda of non-traditional 
sexual relations to minors.”
Putin put the law into writing last 
June, according to NPR.com, but the 
wording is so vague and unclear that 
it may allow for the complete ban of 
anything deemed homosexual by the 
Russian government.
Any person found violating these 
so-called “laws” could potentially be 
put in jail for 14 days, deported and 
fined up to $ 3 ,100.
Instead of skiing downhill or 
racing around the speedskating 
rink, an athlete may be sitting 
behind bars for violating a law that 
they hardly knew about.
The next doll doesn’t get any 
better.
Sochi has been the target of re-
cent terrorist threats from Chechen 
militants who live in the Muslim 
regions of Russia Chechnya and 
D agestan, as stated by NPR.com
In D ecember 2013 , a suicide 
bombing in nearby V olograd killed 
3 4 people and raised concerns about 
the safety of the games, prompting 
an already skeptical Team USA to 
enlist the help of crisis response 
company Global Rescue in case of an 
emergency, stated details.com
In an environment where athletes 
are supposed to feel safe and solely 
focused on competition, the jarring 
presence of 3 7 ,000 private security 
officers roaming Olympic V illage 
highlights the disconnect between 
Putin, Sochi and the 84 other com-
peting countries.
On the outside, the Sochi Winter 
Olympics appear to be a success for 
Putin and Russia as they attempt to 
prove to the world that they’re more 
than a poor, oppressive country.
As the snow melts from the 
tropical weather and organizers 
struggle to keep ice near the ocean 
cold, you begin to realize that 
Sochi is the last place the Olympics 
should be held.
I’ve hardly watched the games, 
even though I was enthralled by the 
V ancouver Olympics four years ago.
Maybe it’s because those games 
weren’t on the news everyday for 
all the wrong reasons— is a terrorist 
going to attack today?  When will 
Russia’s government persecute the 
first gay athlete?
As I sat and watched the opening 
ceremony I noticed Putin smiling as 
dancers and expensive works of art 
paraded below him.
A moment of celebration for one 
country was a moment of skepticism 
for 84 others, and Putin was the only 
one smiling.
Can I put my doll back together 
and return it for something better, 
Mr. Putin?
Austin Belisle is a Spartan Daily 
staff writer.
Follow Austin on 
Twitter 
@AustinBelizzle
A few months ago, Israel decided 
to draft a law to ban the use of the 
word “Nazi” and any symbols 
pertaining to Hitler’s Third Reich, 
according to the New Y ork Times.
The article said that this new law 
would make it illegal to use the word 
and symbols in a “wrong or inappro-
priate way.”
Those who break this law could 
face up to six months in jail and a 
$ 28,3 00 fine.
This ban establishes an invisible 
“do not cross” line around the word.
The word “Nazi” contains dis-
tinct negative connotations for Israel 
and is now being considered an egre-
giously offensive way to express one’s 
views, but in the U.S. it is definitely 
not receiving as much scrutiny.
Popular TV  shows have used the 
word as a way to describe someone in 
a humorous way.
“Seinfeld” used the word “Nazi” 
to describe a chef who was exces-
sively strict and created a humorous 
atmosphere around the word.
Even today, when I want to refer 
to someone as overly rigid or a stick-
ler for rules I tend to refer to them as 
a “Nazi.”
The use of the word 
itself has changed and 
is used as an adjective to 
describe certain charac-
teristics.
V ery rarely do I hear 
this word being used in its 
original form to describe 
a member of the National 
Socialist German Work-
ers’ Party.
Maybe it is time we 
look at our word choices 
and who we may offend 
with those words.
Words that carry such 
emotion that once they’re uttered 
they may inflict a gut-wrenching 
feeling of disgust, may be used col-
loquially without a second thought 
for those who are hurt by them.
The f-word, s* * *  and a* * , are all 
vulgarities we use on a regular basis, 
but they aren’t necessarily offensive.
B ut the many ways in which one 
can refer to a woman are used just 
as often and are actually targeted to 
offend women.
The word “cunt” is at the bottom 
of the barrel when it comes to insults 
one can hurl at a female.
Although I’ve heard this expres-
sion many times, I have rarely, if 
ever, found a moment to use such a 
hateful remark.
When the parody newspaper 
“The Onion” referred to 9-year- old 
actress Q uvenzhane Wallis as a 
“cunt” it received widespread social 
backlash.
It is as if we have established an 
unspoken agreement that “cunt” 
should only be used when you want 
to cause pain.
We may not have an official law 
banning the use of the word, but 
there is a common understanding 
that it is very offensive to women.
Other words that relate to racial 
or anti-gay sentiments carry this 
same effect.
Perhaps the most offensive 
phrase to use is the word “faggot” 
when referring to homosexuals.
The sharpness of the word makes 
my skin crawl with goosebumps and 
I feel a sadness come over me.
It’s a shame that this word and 
many others are used frequently 
without hesitation.
I’ve heard the word “faggot” used 
to refer to someone as stupid or lame.
Of course this definition has 
nothing to do with its original 
meaning, it has since been trans-
formed into slang.
Although many have the same 
sentiments about the offensive na-
ture in which the word is used, there 
is a lack of action taken.
Israel decided to ban a word they 
felt was offensive, yet Americans 
simply frown upon it.
This word, with many others, 
have been overlooked and are simply 
swept under the rug.
We make the decision to say 
these words and to communicate 
more than its original meaning or 
definition.
These words pack a little more 
punch and emotion then their dic-
tionary definition lays out.
We don’t need laws to ban 
words for us, but we certainly have 
to stop and question whether our 
words are as harmless as we think 
they are.
Jamie Maciel is the Spartan Daily 
Multimedia Editor. “Tongue Tide” 
usually appears every second and fourth 
Wednesday of the month. 
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Some words are more hurtful 
than their casual use suggests
Mental illness does not 
equate to violently crazy
Unlike diabetes, can-
cer and all other chronic 
illnesses, mental illness 
is often seen as the fault 
of the individual, not as 
a medical condition.
People tend to think 
that those with an 
emotional disability are 
psychotic, out of control 
or violent.
This is not a fair assessment of 
mentally ill people.
The public has very little 
knowledge of the different types 
of mental illnesses and tends to be 
afraid of people who are emotion-
ally challenged.
Some of the first programs to 
get cut from California’s budget 
were the mental health programs, 
including rehabilitation, counseling 
services and inpatient, outpatient 
and psychiatric services which are all 
badly needed.
This leaves the mentally ill with-
out the support and tools they need 
to manage their illness.
There are few places that offer 
low-fee counseling, but many emo-
tionally challenged people are barely 
getting by on the tiny amount of 
money they get for disability.
It’s very hard to manage a 
mental illness, which takes a lot of 
therapy and the right combination 
of medications, without guidance 
and support.
I myself have bipolar disorder, 
borderline personality disorder, 
PTSD , anxiety, anorexia nervosa 
and a history of sexual, physical and 
emotional abuse. 
It took me almost 22 years to get 
to the point where I wanted to go 
back to college or work.
Many people who are emotional-
ly challenged have a dual-diagnosis, 
some have both bipolar disorder and 
substance abuse problem.
Some policemen don’t know 
how to handle a person with an 
emotional illness.
Y ears ago I had felt like hurt-
ing myself, and I was on the phone 
talking to a woman from Suicide and 
Crisis, a hotline for people in crisis.
I made the mistake of hanging 
up on her while she had me 
on hold.
Soon I heard sirens, so 
I hid in the pantry. Two 
policemen and a firefighter 
busted into my home.
I came out and told 
them  I wasn’t going to the 
hospital and didn’t need to 
be hospitalized.
As I stood there, a 6-foot-
2 policeman sprayed me with pepper 
spray, then both policemen threw me 
down on the floor and busted my lip.
I was only 5-foot-2 and 98 pounds. 
They lifted me up and I struggled to 
get loose.
When they got to their police car 
they threw me against the car doors 
twice.
I was taken to an outpatient 
hospital to be assessed, and after the 
social worker talked with me she let 
me go home.
She told me never to hang up 
on a person at Suicide and Crisis, 
because they will send someone to 
hospitalize you.
It was an overreaction on the 
policemen’s part, and to this day I 
loathe policemen.
Some people I know who have 
mental illnesses also have trouble 
with trust and are very uncomfort-
able when policemen are around 
because they have had similar or 
worse experiences.
I used to think that I was de-
fined by my mental illnesses, but 
I have learned that the only thing 
that is a disability is the one I put 
into my mind.
So many people fall through 
the cracks, spend lives in lock-
down facilities and never get the 
support and help they need. Some 
are even homeless.
That’s the harsh reality for many 
people who are mentally challenged.
Until society changes its attitude 
toward mental health and stops 
taking money from mental health 
services, the system will always be 
broken, and so will those who don’t 
have a voice, support or stabilization 
through medication.
Lisa duTrieuille is a Spartan Daily 
staff writer.
By Lisa duTrieuille
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By Philip Beadle
@Beadlebeat
The San Jose State women’s 
track and field team made its 
season debut at the University 
of Washington Invitational 
on Saturday, Feb. 1.
Not only was it the first 
meet of the year for the Spar-
tans, it was the first meet in 
the program’s history for 
women to compete as a track 
and field team, according to 
new Spartan Head Coach Jeff 
Petersmeyer.
“It was my first college 
track meet, so I was really 
excited about it,” said Taylor 
Griffin, a  freshman pre-nurs-
ing major.  “It felt great being 
able to say I’m going down in 
history as the first women’s 
track and field team.”
SJSU had 14  partici-
pants in the meet with three 
of them competing in the 
60-meter-dash and the other 
11 competing in the mile run.
This season’s women’s 
team isn’t the only one to 
make headlines on the track. 
SJSU has a rich history in the 
sport, said Lawrence Fan, San 
Jose State Athletics’s infor-
mation director. 
“For roughly about a 
25 year period, when San 
Jose State really was known 
throughout the world for its 
track and field,” Fan said. 
“The nickname for this area 
was ‘Speed City’ because of its 
Olympian success, especially 
of the runners and particu-
larly the sprints.”
John Carlos and Tom-
mie Smith, whose image still 
stands tall with a statue on 
campus depicting their fa-
mous moment of civil dis-
obedience, were two of those 
athletes.
Fan said their impres-
sive performance was hard 
to forget as he counted the 
number of medalists SJSU 
had produced for those 
1968 games.
“Only 11 countries — 11 
countries — won more gold 
medals in the entire Olympics 
than were won by San Jose 
State,”  said.
The legacy was cut short in 
1988 when budget concerns 
forced the end of several ath-
letic programs, and because 
SJSU did not have a women’s 
track and field team, the 
men’s team was one of the 
programs dropped.
Petersmeyer said that 
there is a great deal of excite-
ment within the department 
now that a women’s program 
is up and running, with plen-
ty of anticipation for the fu-
ture.
“It’s exciting because we 
get to mold it,” Petersmeyer 
said.  “The culture that we 
want, the footprint that we 
want is here.”
Petersmeyer said that 
the history of runners is 
part of what drew him to 
SJSU, and he believes it will 
help him recruit athletes, 
a process integral to the
 program’s success.
“It’s not like we’re starting 
new and we have no history in 
track and field,” Petersmeyer 
said.  “I think it would be a 
little bit more difficult if that 
were the case.”
While regaining that 
legacy is the ultimate goal, 
Petersmeyer said he realizes 
that it will take time to build 
a well-rounded team.
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“It’s a day at a time,” Pe-
tersmeyer said.  “It’s a lot of re-
cruiting, a lot of late nights.”
The reward for those late 
nights came on Feb. 5 when 
new recruits committed to 
college programs.
SJSU recruits included 
three athletes ranked in the 
top 20 nationally to compete 
in the long and triple jumps.
Kelsey Johnson-Upshaw, 
Nicole Iloanya and Cambree 
Harbaugh will be the first fe-
male jumpers to compete for 
SJSU.
Johnson-Upshaw and 
Iloanya both attended high 
school in Arlington, Texas 
and finished third in the long 
jump and fourth in the triple 
jump respectively at Texas’ 
5A State Championships, ac-
cording to SJSU Athletics.
SJSU Athletics said Har-
baugh competed in Meridian, 
Idaho in the long jump, triple 
jump and sprints, winning 
two state long jumping titles 
and placing second in the 
triple jump and fifth in the 
100-meter dash.
Petersmeyer said this 
gives the team a solid founda-
tion of runners and jumpers 
to build on.
“The kids we signed are 
some of the top in the nation,” 
Petersmeyer said.  “So we’re 
very excited about that.”
Petersmeyer said this 
means that the team will 
be expanding and tak-
ing an important step 
competitively.
Fourteen runners com-
peting this season have been 
a part of the cross country 
team and are glad to now be 
running year round.
Lalida Maokhamphui, 
a sophomore biological sci-
ences major, is one of those 
runners.
“Running is a way of life 
for me,” Maokhamphui said. 
“I’m really glad to be able to 
run track now as well, because 
it’s exciting to run different 
races and on different ter-
rain.”
Petersmeyer said that 
track and field meets are 
scored by points earned 
by athletes placing eighth 
or better in individual 
events.
Entering more events 
gives more athletes the op-
portunity to place.
The Spartans are only 
competing in running events 
this season because they do 
not yet have athletes to com-
pete in every event as older, 
more established programs 
do, Petersmeyer said.
“We’re looking to fill a 
lot of holes for next year,” 
Petersmeyer said.  “We can’t 
fill them all for next year, 
but we can start building and 
steadily build a quality team 
to compete at a high level.”
Petersmeyer said he be-
lieves that within the next 
few seasons they will have 
the athletes to compete in all 
events.
“We’re still building and 
it will be interesting to see 
how the team changes,” Ma-
okhamphui said.  “We have a 
great new coaching staff that 
is really good at recruiting, so 
it’s exciting.”
Petersmeyer said he’s ex-
cited to see where the future 
takes this program and to 
rebuild the legacy of “Speed 
City.”
“People that know a lot 
about track and field are fa-
miliar with ‘Speed City,’” 
Petersmeyer said. “With the 
statues on campus and Lee 
Evans and all the success the 
men’s team had in the past, 
we feel that they did it then, 
we can do it now.”
Philip Beadle is a Spartan 
Daily staff writer.
    2014 Roster
    Name                         Yr.            Event(s)
Raven Adams                           Fr.                 Sprints
Marissa Buckley                      Jr.                Distances
Kellianne Connolly                 Fr.                Distances     
Mallory Davenport                 Fr.               Distances     
Melanie Fujiwara                   Fr.              Distances
Breanna Garcia                      Jr.              Distances
Rebecca Garcia                      Jr.              Distances
Taylor Griffin                          Fr.                Sprints
Jenay Jauregui                        Fr.              Distances
Allison Kimura                        Jr.              Distances
Lalida Maokhamhiou            Fr.              Distances
Aylin Mejia                             Sr.              Distances
Karina Nunes                         Fr.              Distances
Diana Orozco                        Fr.              Distances
Agnes Portal                          Jr.               Distances
Madiha Raza                          Fr.               Sprints
Nina Sassano                        Fr.              Distances
Alexandra Seda                    Sr.              Distances
Shelby Soladar                      Fr.              Distances
Jessica Stacey                       Fr.              Distances
Upcoming Schedule 
2/17: Run for the Dream Invitational
2/27-3/1: Mountain West Conference Indoor Championships
3/8: Aggie Open
3/12-3/15: NCAA Indoor Championships
3/22: Hornet Invitational (Sac) and Johnny Mathis Invitaional (SF)
4/4: San Francisco Distance Carnival
4/10-4/11: Mondo Multi  
2015 Recruits
Kelsey Johnson-Upshaw
(Timberview High, TX)
Nicole Iloanya
(Bowie High, TX)
Cambree Harbaugh
(Mountain View High, ID)
